Anthropology from 26% to 55%, English from 30% to 60%, and Sociology from 21% to 56%
female. It appears that some fields are "tipping" toward all female. Meanwhile, across the last three decades, there has been no secular decline in the level of sex segregation by field among those getting doctorates over the 30 year period. Our goal in this paper is to contribute toward understanding two phenomena: why segregation has not declined, and why some fields are tipping toward all female.
Let us begin by defining our terms. We conceptualize segregation in the conventional way. There is a continuum from "integrated" to "segregated," where doctoral fields would be considered completely integrated if the proportion of women in each field was proportionate to their representation in all fields combined. Thus, for example, in 1998, when 42% of doctorates were awarded to women, complete integration would not require that every field be half male and half female, but rather that every field be 42% female. This is consistent with the way segregation is measured by the most commonly used indicator, the index of dissimilarity (Duncan and Duncan 1955) . Roughly speaking, the index shows more segregation the greater the proportion of men or women that would would have to change fields to achieve this.
"Tipping" is harder to define because it is a metaphor. The image is of a see-saw. It can be perfectly balanced, but once it goes very far in one direction, it will go the rest of the way.
Following this metaphor, a stringent definition of a tipping field is that it is increasing its percent female and there is reason to believe that this process will not stop until it becomes virtually all female. However, often people use the term tipping in a looser way to denote a field that starts proportionately or disproportionately female and continues to increase its percent female, regardless of whether there is reason to believe it will ever become a "female ghetto." Since virtually all fields have increased their percent female with the large influx of women into the system, this means that all fields except those that were and remain disproportionately male are tipping under this looser definition. We will use the term tipping in both senses, but specify when we are using it in the narrower sense to imply movement that is destined to reach virtually all female. When a disproportionately male field increases its percent female toward but not beyond what would be required to achieve integration, as has been true in some sciences and mathematics, this change has an integrative effect, and few would refer to this as tipping.
Similarly, if the percent male in an initially disproportionately female field increases, we would not refer to this as tipping toward male, since this change too is integrative.
Our goal in this paper is not to explain why certain fields have always been disproportionately male while others have always been disproportionately female. Rather, our focus is on dynamics. We seek to assess the respective role of changes in women's behavior and changes in men's behavior and how they aggregate to a trend of no decrease in segregation and some disproportionately female fields tipping toward all female.
Regarding the effect of men's behavior, we will argue that a key factor in tipping is men's increased avoidance of fields as they are increasingly perceived as "too female." The culture and social structures comprising the gender system are deeply asymmetric, with greater encouragement of women's taking on male-typical activities than men doing things seen as "female." This flows in part from the cultural devaluation of women and, by association, with roles associated with women. This devaluation also leads to lower rewards in "female" fields (England 1992) , providing yet another motivation for men to avoid fields as they come to be labeled female. We will provide evidence that men increasingly eschew entering fields as they become more female. If this is true, it implies a self-reinforcing chain of events leading some fields to tip toward all female, analogous to the pattern Schelling (1971 Schelling ( , 1978 argued to make neighborhoods tip toward all black. This dynamic makes a stable integrated equilibrium difficult if not impossible to achieve or even move toward.
The role of women's behavior in affecting tipping and the level of segregation is more contradictory. We will show that women's choices of fields have moved in a slightly less traditional direction. Other things equal, such as men's choices, this would decrease segregation.
But the hugely disproportionate increase in the number of women getting PhDs, combined with women's tendency to choose fields already disproportionately female has itself contributed toward tipping, at least in the limited sense of fields already disproportionately female showing further increases in their percent female.
PAST RESEARCH ON GENDER SEGREGATION OF ACADEMIC FIELDS
We should not be surprised to find some sex segregation of doctoral degrees, since there is considerable segregation of undergraduate college majors (Jacobs 1985 (Jacobs , 1989 (Jacobs , 1995 , and substantial segregation of occupations (Jacobs 1989 (Jacobs , 2001 . Past discussions of segregation in the fields in which students get undergraduate or graduate degrees has focused largely on the "supply side" rather than on discriminatory processes of selection of students by institutions of higher education. While a century ago many universities did not admit women at all, in the post-1970 period we consider here students have generally been free to choose any undergraduate major once admitted to a university, as long as they have the prerequisite courses. For graduate study, students have to be admitted to specific programs. Yet Cole (1986) found that medical schools have accepted male and female applicants at the same rates since World War II, although few women applied before the 1970s. We know of no research on whether doctoral programs discriminated for or against women, how this has changed, or how it has varied by field.
Writing on the segregation of academic fields has focused on explaining segregation in terms of women's, rather than men's, choices of sex-typical fields. That is, they have started from the question of why more women don't choose or stay in natural sciences and other mathintensive fields, rather than focusing on why more men don't choose social sciences or humanities. One stream of thinking has focused on women's different interests or skills, which various authors presume to come from innate differences, socialization consistent with cultural schemas about gender, or other aspects of social control that may start early and continue throughout the life course. There are gender differences in the occupations and academic majors that adolescents and young adults aspire to, and some differences in underlying values (Jacobs 1985 (Jacobs , 1989 (Jacobs , 2000 Marini and Brinton 1984; Marini and Greenberger 1978; Lueptow et al. 2001; Fiorentine 1988a Fiorentine , 1988b . Young men take more high school math courses and score slightly higher (about 15% of a standard deviation) on standardized math tests, and this makes them more likely to graduate in math-intensive majors and doctoral study ( Hyde 1981; Eccles 1984; Li nn and Hyde 1989; Tart r e 1990; F ri edm an 1989; Wil son and Boldizar 1989; Kavr el l and P et ersen 1984) . But ear ly di ff er ences and sociali zat ion are not the whole st or y, si nce, as Jacobs ( 1989) poi nt s out , many young women who star t out in "m ale" maj or s swi tch back to more tr adi ti onal choices as coll ege proceeds. Ot her soci al f orces must push women back towar d tr adi ti onal fi elds.
Despi te this, during most of the 1970s and 1980s, women's choices of BA field were becoming less traditional (Jacobs 1985 (Jacobs , 1995a (Jacobs , 1995b . Our own calculati ons ( bel ow) wi l l show t hat wom en's choi ces of fields of doctoral study were gett ing sli ght ly l ess t radit ional as wel l. As Jacobs (1995a:91-92) states: "(W)omen's entry into male-dominated fields has been the principal cause of declines in sex segregation…..(T)he scarcity of men in…prominent femaledominated fields remains a significant obstacle to further gender integration. Men may avoid such fields because of the relatively low pay or because of the fields' feminine connotations; more research is needed on this issue." Jacobs (1985, T able 7. 2) shows that there was sporadi c change up and down but no secular decrease i n the l evel of segr egati on of doct or al reci pi ent s bet ween 1950 and 1980. Jacobs used the i ndex of dissim il ar i ty ( Duncan and Duncan 1955) , which measur es degr ee of segregat ion on a Our anal ysis exam ines the r ol e of wom en's and men's choi ces in expl aining segregat ion and t ipping. Mor e speci f ical ly, we fir st exam ine a specif ic hypothesi s about m en' s response t o the i nf usion of wom en i nto t he academy. We exam ine whether the sex com posit i on of those receivi ng doctorat es i n a f iel d in one year af f ects how many men get doct or at es in the fi eld f i ve year s lat er .
I f men avoid fi el ds when they get too "femi nine, " we shoul d find that, at l east past a cert ain per cent femal e, f ur t her increments deter men's entr ance. To exam ine t he role of wom en' s choices i n ti ppi ng and segr egati on, we est im ate a m odel analogous to the one above for men. We also exami ne si mpl er descri pt i ve stat isti cs on whet her m en and wom en have m oved towar d or away f rom fi elds that wer e ini ti al ly di spr opor ti onatel y femal e.
DATA
We use data published annually by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) on the number of women and men receiving Bachelor's degrees and Doctorates in all fields of study from academic year 1970-71 to 1997-98. In constructing our dataset, the biggest problem we faced was that the system used by NCES to classify degrees into fields of study changed several times over the twenty-seven year period. The most significant classification changes occurred in 1983 when the number of categories greatly increased. These changes were dealt with in several ways. Some changes over time were simply minor changes in field names (for example, "agricultural business" became "agricultural business/agribusiness operations."). In these cases, we simply adopted the later name. When more detailed categories appeared, the new fields were often collapsed into the appropriate broader category used previously (for example, the new detailed categories of "animal breeding and genetics", "animal health" and "animal nutrition" were put into the previous broader "animal science" category). In other cases, the new fields were put into the "other" category for the relevant broader field (for example, many of the more detailed agricultural business fields that appear in later years were classified under "other agricultural fields."). The "other" category, which appears for all of the broadly defined fields, is what changes most over time, as more detailed and extraneous fields that cannot be classified elsewhere were added to that category. Finally, a few fields disappear altogether over time (remedial education, African languages, Indic languages, and two interdisciplinary fields), and Women's Studies does not appear in earlier years. We deleted from our analyses any fields that had 0 degrees granted for any year.
From these classifications, we constructed a categorization system of 260 fields, which we apply over the full twenty-seven year period.
1 We then created a data set with field-year as the unit of analysis for all academic years beginning with 1970-1971 and through 1997-98 . (We will refer to academic years in terms of the later year since degrees are generally granted in the spring or summer.) Thus, the dataset contains 7020 observations (27 years times 260 fields).
STATISTICAL ISSUES AND MODELS
We tested our hypotheses within the context of a negative binomial, fixed-effects regression model (Cameron and Trivedi 1998, Allison and Waterman 2002) . The major hypothesis to be tested with the regression analysis is that a higher percent of women in a field deters men's entrance to the field and thus affects the number of men getting degrees five years later. We also report on parallel models for women. Let y it be the number of male doctorates in year t for field i. We assume that y it has a negative binomial distribution with a expected value µ it and a variance given by µ it (1+θµ it ) where θ is an overdispersion parameter. (When θ = 0, the distribution is Poisson with variance equal to the mean). The negative binomial is an attractive choice because it directly models the discrete and highly-skewed distribution of doctorate counts.
It is much less restrictive than the Poisson distribution, which does not fit these data well due to overdispersion.
In turn, the expected value µ it is assumed to be a log-linear function of explanatory variables,
where x it is a vector of explanatory variables that vary with time and across fields and δ i is an intercept specific to each field. The two time-varying explanatory variables we include are both lagged approximately five years behind the dependent variable. We chose five years because Ehrenberg (1992) shows that the median time enrolled to receiving a doctorate varied from 5 to 7 tears in the 1970s and 1980s.
2 Actually, to avoid large year-to-year fluctuations in small fields, we averaged the percent female getting degrees in the field 4, 5, 6, and 7 years before the year in question and use this (unweighted) average as the independent variable of interest. We control for the number of men getting baccalaureate degrees in this field five years earlier to control for the available "pipeline" of people with a major in the area. characteristic, such as requiring very high math GRE scores that would eliminate more women than men and this has a relatively constant effect on its sex composition, this is also implicitly controlled. We estimate the model with conventional software for negative binomial regression, directly estimating the δ i terms by including dummy variables for all but one of the fields. The use of dummy variables to estimate fixed effects is problematic for logistic regression and many other nonlinear models (Hsiao 1986 ), but Cameron and Trivedi (1998) have proven that this method is valid for Poisson regression. Allison and Waterman (2002) have demonstrated by simulation that this result also extends to negative binomial regression models.
The models we estimate also include an "offset" term to control for the total number of doctorates awarded to men (or women) in any given year. For example, let n t be the number of doctorates awarded to males in all fields in year t. Our models will be formulated as
where ln n t is the offset variable whose coefficient is constrained to be 1.0. In this way, the coefficients for the independent variables (when suitably transformed) can be interpreted as effects on the percentage of male doctorates awarded in a given field rather than on the absolute number of male doctorates. Table 1 shows the results of our regressions. All models contain dummies for fields and a cubic function of calendar year, and control for the log of number of bachelors degrees received in the year (and by the sex) to which the dependent variable refers.
THE ROLE OF MEN'S BEHAVIOR IN TIPPING AND CONTINUED SEGREGATION
Do men avoid entering fields if they get "too female"? The first row of Table 1 shows a negative effect of percent female in one year on number of men getting degrees in the field 5 years later. The next row shows that a nonlinear specification of this effect is needed since the square of % female has a significant coefficient. (We tested for higher order effects, but the cube of percent female had no significant effect.) Calculations from the coefficients show that when the percent female of fields is under 23%, additional increments do nothing to deter men's entry; however, beyond this, as fields get more heavily female, men are deterred from entering more and more. Given that this is a fixed effects model that controls for any unmeasured, unchanging factors about fields that affect how attractive they are to men or how attractive men are to the gatekeepers to the field, we are relatively confident that we are capturing a causal effect of sex composition on men's later entries.
We did a number of analyses to assess the robustness of the conclusion that a higher percent female in fields deters men's entry. In results not shown, we did the same analysis eliminating any fields that did not award at least 100 doctorates over the entire period, to make sure our results are not unduly affected by small fields. The relationships were much the same as reported for all fields. Table 1 also includes an examination of whether the effects for men hold up within each of the two halves of the period. The coefficients differ by period, and the effect is stronger in the earlier period (see Figure 1 ), but women's presence deters male entry throughout much of the range in both years. In the early period, at any percent female above 15%, additional feminization deters men's entrance, whereas in the period past 1988, this inflection point in the curve occurs at 38%. Of course, all fields had increased their percent female substantially in the later period, so men would have been much more restricted in fields, had they been as deterred by as small a proportion of women in the later period as the earlier period. Still, the change in coefficients does suggest that as higher proportions of women become the norm, successive cohorts of men are less deterred by a given level of percent female.
We were also interested in whether the relationship would look different in math/science fields which typically admit only students with extensive undergraduate mathematics training.
(All of mathematics, engineering, computer science, and the natural sciences were classified as "math/science," as were economics, statistical or IT specialties within business or education.) As Table 1 and Figure 3 show, for these fields, there was a linear and negative effect of percent female on the number of men in the field 5 years later, whereas in all other fields the effect was nonlinear. Still, for both math-intensive and other fields, the effect is negative in most of the range (see Figure 3) .
In results not shown, we also estimated the effects for the whole sample excluding the control for lagged number of men or women getting bachelor's degrees. It changed the shape of the % female effects very little. We also experimented with expressing percent female in dummy variables rather than as a quadratic and squared term. Results were roughly consistent with the shape obtained here. In addition, we tried running our models with a slightly different dependent variable: number of men (women) getting degrees in a field as a proportion of all men (women) getting PhDs that year. Again, the shape was qualitatively similar. We also ran a conventional fixed-effect model, rather than the negative binomial. (We first ran random effects models, but a Hausman test indicated that a fixed effect model was needed. We have not utilized a Hausman-type test on our negative binomial results, since such a test has not been developed in the literature.) Here too the shape of the curve depicting the effect of % female in these analyses were all qualitatively similar to the basic model in Table 1 . Overall, the findings seem fairly robust in indicating that, above a certain level, the entrance of more women into a field makes men less likely to enter.
Our interpretation of this effect is that it probably reflects a combination of pecuniary and nonpecuniary motives. Men may take the presence of women as a signal that the field is or will become low paying compared to fields with more males. On the nonpecuniary side, men probably avoid fields that are "too female" because it is stigmatizing for men in our culture to be in an activity, field, or job associated with women. We cannot assess the relative strength of the nonpecuniary and pecuniary motivation with these data, but we are relatively confident that, whatever the motivation, the sheer presence of women deters men's entrance.
If it is correct that men are moving away from fields as women enter in moderate numbers, then, unless the result is simply an abandonment of the academy as a whole, we should see a higher proportion of those men getting doctorates choosing traditionally male fields. Thus, as a further check on the account offered here we examined the average percent female experienced by the men getting doctorates in each year, classifying fields by their 1971 sex composition. This was done by computing a weighted average of fields' 1971 % female, weighting fields by the number of men getting doctorates in the given year. When these averages are arrayed by year, the average percent female changes only as a function of the weights, which means they change only as a function of changes in which fields men's choices were concentrated in, not as a function of changes in the sex composition of given fields. Figure   4 presents the results of such a computation for both men and women. Focusing on men's curve, we see that, as predicted by the dynamic implications of our regression analysis, men moved in a slightly traditional direction across the years. Whereas in 1971, the average man getting a doctorate was in a field that was 13% female, by 1998, the men were getting doctorates in fields that averaged 10% female in 1971.
3 This is consistent with the idea that, as women entered fields that started out disproportionately female and then got above the threshold engendering the "avoidance" response, men's choices moved in the direction of initially more male fields. Thus, in moving away from fields as they became more female, and increasingly choosing more traditionally male fields, men's responses did nothing to aid integration, and instead contributed to continued segregation. Men would have had to move toward disproportionately female fields to contribute to integration, and they moved in the opposite direction.
Moreover, if, as our regression results suggest, men avoid fields more the more female they become, this contributes not only toward continued segregation but to fields tipping to all female. As fields increase their percent female, fewer men enter them, which further increases their percent female, which leads even fewer men to enter. Absent some countervailing force, this will eventually move any field above the inflection point of the curve to all female. Thus, the regression results suggest that complete tipping will ultimately result in some of these fields, although this is a prediction beyond the range of our data (there were no 100% female fields by 1998). The one thing in the analysis that casts doubt on the inevitability of complete tipping is the fact that the inflection point above which increments of % female deter male entry itself moved up across the period (Table 1 and Figure1 ). This suggests that fields that achieved a high percent of female before the statistical norm of more women in all fields affected men's threshold are those that will tip virtually all the way to female, while, in other fields, the crosscohort increases in men's tolerance for higher levels of women make be felt early enough to stop the tipping process. However, these are speculative projections from our regression results.
THE ROLE OF WOMEN'S BEHAVIOR IN TIPPING AND CONTINUED

SEGREGATION
We have seen that men's behavior did nothing to move the system in the direction of integration, and promoted tipping of some fields. What about women's behavior? Did it promote integration or segregation? Did it contribute toward tipping? Understanding women's role is tricker than men's because their behavior had countervailing effects.
First, let us look at the results of parallel analyses for women to those we performed for men. Figure 4 shows the trend in the fields women chose on average, when fields are scored by their 1971 sex composition. The average woman getting a PhD in 1971 was in a field that was 24% female, but by the end of the period the average woman was getting a degree in a field that in 1971 had been 20% female. While this is hardly a dramatic change, it shows that women moved modestly in a less traditional direction over the period, toward fields that were initially more male. Consistent with this are the increasing representation of women in the natural sciences and other math-intensive fields. For example, between 1971 and 1998, doctorates in Math went from 8% to 24% female, Economics from 7% to 28%, Physics from 3% to 14%, Aerospace Engineering from 1% to 7%, Chemical Engineering from 1% to 18%, and Chemistry from 8% to 32% female (National Center for Educational Statistics 1973 Statistics -2000 . Fields needed to be 14% female in 1971 and 42% female in 1998 to be just proportionately female, so these fields were disproportionately male in the whole period. However, women's increased movement into them was an integrative force.
The regression results present an image of women, like men, avoiding fields if they get too female, but with a higher % female where this phenomenon starts. Looking back at Table 1, the third and fourth rows predict the number of women getting doctorates in a field in a given year from the number of women getting Bachelor's in the field 5 years later and the proportion female among those getting doctorates 5 years later. If proportion female is entered linearly, it has a negative effect, as for men. As for men, the square of % female has a significant negative effect as well. (The cubed term was nonsignificant, as for men.) Computations from the coefficients of the quadratic model show that the curve predicting women's entry differs from that for men, particularly at low levels of percent female. At levels of percent female under 32%, increases make women more likely to enter the field 5 years later. This accords with the idea that women feel more comfortable going into a field when there is a critical mass of other women. But beyond approximately one-third women, additional increments of percent female deter women's entry as they did men's. Thus, the effects of sex composition differ for men and women in that men start being pushed away from fields at much lower levels of women and the deterrent is stronger for men than for women. But, at some point, women's presence deters women's as well as men's entrance.
So far the results suggest that all of women's behavior is pushing in a nontraditional direction-on average they moved toward more traditionally male fields across the thirty years, and the regression results suggest that past some threshold, when the percent female in a field gets too high, they move to more male fields. This seems at first glance to suggest that women's behavior has moved the system toward integration and contributes little to tipping. While this is true of the direction of change in women's field choice, there is a countervailing force that must be acknowledged and is missed by the regressions--the dramatic increase in the number of women (relative to men) getting doctoral degrees. Thus, while women moved their field choices in a slightly more male direction over the years, the huge increase in the number of women getting doctorates combined with the always (though decreasingly) female tilt of their choices, sent huge infusions of women into fields that were already disproportionately female. Even if this had not scared any men away, and even if men weren't competing with these women for a fixed number of slots in doctoral programs, these infusions of women in disproportionately female fields would have contributed to tipping if we define it simply as an increase in the % female of a field that is already disproportionately female. In this sense, women's behavior, contributed to tipping, even while it was contributing to greater integration of fields.
Thinking along these lines made us begin to wonder if women's entry to fields could be deterring men from getting degrees by a mechanism much simpler than men's tendency to shy away from fields if they are "too female." Suppose that in some fields in the humanities and social sciences, there were large increases in the numbers of female applicants as more women aspired to doctoral degrees, but no changes in male applicants. If the number of slots in doctoral programs in a given field in a given year is fixed by things other than the number of applicants, which is likely since many doctoral programs fund students, then an infusion of women would reduce the number of men simply because some of the women would beat men out in the competition for slots. This then would contribute to tipping of fields even if men weren't avoiding women. Imagine that men and women applicants to each field were equally qualified, but some fields experienced much more of a "shock" of an increase in female applicants than others. If admission was simply meritocratic, this would lead to fewer males. This conclusion would hold if there was some difference in qualifications by sex, but it did not change in magnitude. It would also hold if there was some unchanging amount of sex discrimination in admissions. To whatever extent slots in fields are fixed, this is undoubtedly part of the explanation for the tipping of some fields, using the looser definition of tipping.
Indeed, we initially worried that our regression results in Table 1 might reflect nothing but this effect of women's entry increasing competition in disproportionately female fields.
Strictly speaking, if competition is the mechanism, however, the deterrent effect of % female on men's entrance should be immediate rather than have a five year lag and should be linear. As we have seen, the effects are generally not linear and are lagged. Still, given strong serial correlation, we were concerned that contemporaneous competition, which undoubtedly exists, might contribute to the findings for men in Table 1 . Thus, to assess how much men are moving away from fields above and beyond what can be explained by encountering increased competition, in results not shown, we ran models like those in the first rows of Table 1 , but with the effect of contemporaneous percent female controlled. There is a contemporaneous effect of the percent female in a field on the number of males, suggesting that competition is part of the picture, as it must be if slots are limited. However, even with a control for contemporaneous % female, as Figure 2 shows, we still get a similar shape for the effect of the percent female in one year on the number of male doctorates in a field five years later. In other results not shown, we put in the percent female in the present and each lagged year up to 8 years in the same model.
Here we see a large contemporeneous effect, which may reflect competition, but the lagged effects get bigger for successively longer lags. This is not consistent with the effect being all contemporaneous competition, but is consistent with potential cohorts of entering men being affected in their choices by how female the population in the field is.
Let us summarize our view of the role of women's behavior in trends in segregation and tipping. Women's field choices have moved toward fields that in 1971 were disproportionately male fields, and women, like men, avoid choosing fields if they become too female. Thus, women's fields choices contribute toward decreased segregation. However, women continue to choose fields that are disproportionately female, and the sheer volume of women entering doctoral programs has increased much more than for men. This has led to large infusions of women aimed disproportionately at fields already more female than the average field. In this way, women's behavior has contributed toward tipping. To the extent that slots in fields are fixed for any given year, infusions of female applicants will also contribute to tipping by increasing the number of male applicants who are denied admission due to the new competition.
DISCUSSION
S om e academi c f ields are ti pping t oward all femal e and the l evel of segr egati on of f i el ds among t hose recei vi ng doctorates has fl uctuated but shown no secular decr ease si nce 1971. In thi s paper we have consi der ed the rol e of changes i n bot h wom en's and men's behavi or in cont ri but ing t o tr ends in segr egati on and ti ppi ng.
Wom en's behavior has had ir onic ef fects. Because wom en' s fi eld choi ces are sti l l mor e f em al e than men's and wom en's number s have increased massi vel y, t he infusion of women i nt o som e fi elds in the social and behavi oral sci ences and humani t ies has cont ri buted t o tippi ng. Thi s is t rue despi te the fact that women's f i el d choices have m oved sli ghtl y t oward dispropor ti onat ely m al e fi elds; in t hi s wom en have cont r ibut ed to i ntegr at i on.
Why t hen has segr egati on not decli ned? One reason is m en' s avoidance of fi el ds as t hey becom e mor e fem inized. The dynami c impli cat ions of our regr ession analyses suggest a pat ter n as f ol lows: The ent rance of wom en into a fi el d i ncr eases its percent fem al e, and at least f or fi el ds alr eady above som e thr eshol d, t his deters m en' s ent rance i nt o t he f i el ds. The thr eshol d above whi ch i ncr em ent s of percent f em ale deterr ed men averaged 15% in t he earl y per iod and 38% in the l at er half of t he peri od. This is i nterest i ng, since t he % wom en were of all t hose get ti ng doct orates was 14% i n 1971 and 42% in 1998, so it appear s that it is somewher e i n the nei ghbor hood of when f ields becom e m or e fem al e t han average for the peri od t hat m en' s avoidance react ion is acti vat ed.
T hi s fai lure of m en to enter fi elds increases their % f emale even m ore. But thi s in turn m akes f ields even less at t ract i ve t o men of t he next cohort . Unl ess t he incr eased t olerance of successi ve cohor ts of m en for mor e fem al e fields i nt er venes soon enough, t he outcom e m ay be "ti ppi ng" to close t o all female for som e fi elds. T hi s sim il ar to t he pr ocess descri bed by Schel l ing (1971, 1978) i n hi s discussi on of whi t es' response t o an incr easing propor ti on bl ack in a nei ghbor hood. Whit es can avoi d bl acks by leavi ng t he neighborhood or by fail i ng t o m ove in. We only have the analog of the lat ter r esponse here because our s is a "f l ow" rat her than "st ock" measur e of sex com posit i on;
we look only at t hose who have just ent er ed the field by get t ing doctorat es r at her t han all those i n a f ield. We doubt that men who have al ready invest ed i n a doct or at e and obtained a job wil l leave it because the num ber of wom en get s t oo hi gh, alt hough Reskin and Roos (1990) ar gue t hat t hi s happens in some occupati ons r equir ing l ess traini ng. However, a t i pping eff ect can occur even if no men leave a fi el d i n response t o wom en-nonent r ance i s suf f icient to m ake f iel ds t i p, alt hough i t takes l onger by thi s route. As l ong as men r espond in thi s way, it i s dif fi cul t to im agi ne how an i nt egrat ed equi li br i um can be r eached.
What we cannot ascertain with these data is what it is about women's presence that scares men off. We suspect that a combination of pecuniary and nonpecuniary motives are involved.
We envision student s who aspi re to get a doctorat e maki ng choices about what fi eld t o apply in based on t hei r own col lege major ( som e fi el ds onl y accept st udent s in that fi el d or, in t he case of m at h-int ensi ve fi el ds, i n a f iel d pr ovi di ng si mi l ar m at hem at i cs prepar at i on) and t hei r occupat ional aspir at i ons. But t hese choices of m ajors and occupat ional aspi rati ons ar e them sel ves shaped bot h by what is seen as social ly accept abl e for a per son of one's own sex, and by the ear ning pot enti al of the field. If young men t aki ng cour ses see women as gr aduat e st udent s, teaching assistants, and young f acult y m em ber s, t hey m ay concl ude that thi s is a "f em ale f iel d" and avoi d appl yi ng f or graduat e study. Thi s may be because they anticipate that if fields become too female their pay will go down, as claimed by advocates of comparable worth (England 1992) . Bellas (1994) has shown that academic salaries are lower in fields with a higher proportion female, even net of numerous individual controls and a measure of what people with doctorates in the field can make outside academia. However, we know of no dynamic evidence of relative salaries in academic fields changing in response to changes in sex composition.
On the nonpecuniary front, men may simply find it socially stigmatizing to be in fields with too many women. This is consistent with the notion that masculinity is socially constructed in terms of rejecting whatever if seen as female (Williams 1993) . Readers who believe it is "all about money" and who doubt that nonpecuniary motivations to conform to gender norms play any role are invited to perform a quasi-experimental test of their hypotheses by asking a male friend to wear a skirt or carry a purse in a public place and observing the response. The stigmatization of male participation in female activities is itself a powerful social motivator, in our view. Whatever the reason that men move away from fields as women enter them, it makes it difficult to achieve a stable, integrated equilibrium in academia. 1978-1987 1988-1998 Log 
